
Softball Minors - 2023 
1. No Parent Volunteers are allowed on the Field. (See Rule #10 in League Rules.) 
2.  10 players are allowed on Defense. 
3.  Continuous batting order. 
4.  All Bats used for Softball must be a Softball bat which meets Little League specifications and 

standards.  It shall be printed with a BPF factor of 1.20. If a batter enters the batter’s box with an 
illegal bat or is discovered having used and illegal bat prior to the next player entering the batter’s 
box then the batter is out for illegal action.  The defensive manager may elect to take the result of the 
play in-lieu of the batter being called out. First violation and the offensive team will lose one adult 
base coach.  Second violation the manager will be ejected from the game. 

5.   In innings 1 thru 5, 3 Outs, or when 3 Runs Score, the inning ends. The 6th inning, which has unlimited 
runs, continues until 3 outs are recorded or the Home team wins. 

6.   Infield Fly rule is in NOT IN effect.  Infield fly rule will be in effect in All-Stars 
7.   Intentional Walks – Does not need to throw the pitches. You are limited to ONE Intentional Walk, per 

batter, per game. 
8.   If a pitcher intentionally rolls a ball to a batter to intentionally walk them, the 1st ball is a ball, the 2nd 

ball gets the pitcher and Manager a warning, and the 3rd ball gets the Pitcher and acting Manager 
Ejected followed by a 1 game suspension.  

9.  The Pitcher’s Glove shall be one solid color other than White, Gray, or Optic Yellow, or if Multi-
Colored, White, Gray, or Optic Yellow shall not be included in the colors. A Glove that is judged to 
be distractive is illegal.  Pitchers shall not wear any item on the pitching hand, wrist, or arm 
except a solid dark colored long sleeve shirt. A pitcher may wear items on the glove hand, 
wrist, or arm (non-pitching arm) of a solid single color: black, white, grey, or a uniform 
color. 

10. No Pinch Runners. Last batted out can be used if there is an injury. 
11. Subs must have 6 Consecutive Outs or run rule in the field plus one complete at bat before the player 

they subbed for can reenter. After minimum play requirements have been met free substitution is 
allowed.  

12. Stealing is permitted with no limit.  A walk is a live ball, if the runner chooses to advance beyond 1st 
base in a non-stop motion thru first base they are permitted to stop however the 3 second rule will 
apply.  Throw back to pitcher, may not advance even if ball is missed.  A runner stealing second or 
third base is not permitted to advance more than the one base even if there is an overthrow. 

13. When a runner is off a base after a pitch or as a result of a batter completing a turn at bat, and while 
the pitcher has the ball within the eight (8) foot radius circle, the runner must immediately (within 3 
seconds) attempt to advance to the next base or return to the base the runner is entitled. If the pitcher 
has possession of the ball within the pitcher’s circle, and is not making a play (a fake throw is 
considered a play), runners not in contact with their bases must immediately (3 seconds) attempt to 
advance or return to base. If they don’t they are out. This is an Umpire Judgment!  

14. The pitching rubber is 35ft. from home plate. 
15. Pitchers can pitch a maximum of 6 innings per game, and 6 innings for the week Sunday-Saturday 
16. A pitcher remaining in the game, but moving to a different position, can return as a pitcher anytime in 

the remainder of the game but only once in the same inning as he/she was removed. 
17. Third visit in an inning or fourth in a game to same pitcher, you must replace the pitcher. 18. Leaving 

a base prior to the ball reaching the batter and the runner is out. 
19. If a batter holds the bat in the strike zone upon delivery of a pitch, even if they do not offer at the ball, 

it will be called a strike. They must withdraw the bat backwards and away from the ball.  
20. Protest on rules only; see Rule 4.19. No arguing or protesting on safe/out, fair/foul, all/strike or any 

Judgment calls. 


